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MOTIVATION
Nowadays, modern high-performance, high-resolution observa-

tional instruments and complex models of the earth system and

of physical, chemical, and biological processes generate multiple

hundreds of petabytes of scientific data per year contributing signif-

icantly to the infamous data deluge. Important application domains,

which generate large amounts of scientific data, include earth ob-

servation, high-energy physics, radio astronomy, and weather fore-

casting, among others.

Increasingly, digital data archives store such scientific data in

private cloud infrastructures for further investigation and long-

term preservation, and disseminate them through data platforms
via order-based catalogs. To reduce the total cost of ownership,

such data platforms employ a hierarchical storage management

system with large, disk-based caches and robotic tape libraries [2].

Often, data is stored in coarse-grained, value-added data prod-

ucts, whose granularity is determined by observational instead of

data access characteristics. Fine-granular data tiling of such data

products is often only applied late in the data analysis workflow.

Prefetching all the data from a slower storage layer in advance is

typically not possible due to the ad-hoc nature of scientific analysis

tasks and the sheer size of the required data working set to achieve

satisfactory results for long-term trend analysis and prediction.

With the proliferation of scientific data for general analysis by

the academic community, wasteful data transfers across storage lay-

ers and unacceptable high data access latencies will likely become

a major research barrier in the near future.

NEAR-DATA PROCESSING
Data movement is one of the most time- and energy-consuming

tasks for data-intensive, scientific workflows. To overcome this

challenge, near-data processing (NDP) has been advocated to reduce

the amount of data to be transferred as early as possible [4]. Recent

work proposed to leverage the processing power of modern SSD

devices to offload computations directly into storage [1, 3]. Unfor-

tunately, for large-scale scientific data, this only benefits the upper

layers of the storage hierarchy, where data access is already quite

fast (compared to slow tape data access). Further, NDP is only applied
on a single storage layer, ignoring the fact that multiple NDP oppor-

tunities exist on the data path in the storage hierarchy. In a deep
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storage hierarchy, as it is common for active data archives, NDP can

be by far more beneficial if pushed further down the storage hierar-

chy. For example, modern tape drive controllers are already quite

powerful and natively support data encryption and compression

and could be used as NDP devices as well.

SYSTEM DESIGN
We propose CryoDrill, an NDP framework, which pushes selected

parts of the computation of a complex scientific data analysis work-

flow down the storage hierarchy to enable processing close to the

data while minimizing wasteful data movements up the storage

hierarchy. CryoDrill specifically targets complex data analysis

tasks on large amounts of scientific data residing in cold storage

devices, such as archival disks, massive-array-of-idle-disks systems,

and robotic tape libraries. In particular for petabyte-scale scientific

data, multiple layers of disk-based caches aim at hiding the data

access latency by introducing a deep storage hierarchy, which data

has to traverse up to be finally processed.

To the best of our knowledge, CryoDrill is the first framework

of its kind to consider NDP across multiple storage layers by hid-

ing the labor-intensive task of manually selecting how to place

parts of the processing onto heterogeneous computing resources.

Since the overall goal is to reduce unnecessary data movement by

applying data reduction close to where the data resides, we use a

cost-based model, which takes intermediate result sharing oppor-

tunities within a storage layer and hardware characteristics into

account, such as processing capabilities and available bandwidth

resources. CryoDrill can use in-storage processing resources by
extending storage controllers to run simple computation tasks, e.g.,

filtering, data tiling and tile selection, and aggregation, directly

within the storage device or exploit near-storage processing capa-
bilities through FPGAs. We propose a compiler-based approach,

which can directly generate the target-specific operator variant on

the specific hardware device, and an orchestration layer, which has

full control over resource allocation & scheduling and manages

data transfers across multiple processing devices.
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